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√
Recent LHC data on Pb+Pb reactions at sNN = 2.7 TeV suggests that the p/π is incompatible
with thermal models. We explore several hadron ratios (K/π, p/π, Λ/π, Ξ/π) within a hydrodynamic model with hadronic after burner, namely UrQMD 3.3, and show that the deviations can
be understood as a final state effect. We propose the p/π as an observable sensitive on whether
final state interactions take place or not. The measured values of the hadron ratios do then allow
to gauge the transition energy density from hydrodynamics to the Boltzmann description. We find
that the data can be explained with transition energy densities of 840 ± 150 MeV/fm3 .
I.

INTRODUCTION

With the start of the LHC physics program three years
ago, the field of high energy nuclear physics, and especially heavy ion physics, has gone into a new era. It is now
possible to explore the properties of Quantum-ChromoDynamics (QCD) at unprecedented particle densities and
temperatures. The three large scale experiments ALICE,
ATLAS and CMS have provided novel data on the transverse expansion dynamics, e.g. elliptic flow, jet attenuation far beyond the reach of RHIC, high quality charm
and bottom data and the suppression of quarkonia [1–
4]. Many of these data could be understood in terms
of pQCD inspired models, parton cascades and hydrodynamic approaches [5–10].
A long standing alternative approach to interpret bulk
hadron multiplicities is based on the statistical or thermal model of hadron yields [11–15]. Here one assumes
the production of a thermalized fireball with a common
temperature, T , a common baryo-chemical potential µB ,
and a fixed volume. Under these assumptions one can
extract the fireball parameters T and µB from the measured hadron ratios. At energies below the current LHC
energy a very large number of measured hadron ratios
is compatible with the assumption that hadrons are produced from such a thermalized source. Deviations from
the thermal predictions, as seen for resonances, could be
interpreted as due to rescattering of one of the decay
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products not allowing for an experimental reconstruction
of the resonances.
At LHC energies this is different. Here, two of the elementary ratios, the p/π and p/π-ratios, show clear deviations from the predictions of the thermal model [13, 16]
whose parameters are fitted to other particle ratios. It
has been proposed that this deviation can be due to different hadronization temperatures of light and strange
quarks [17] (however such an effect should be visible also
at lower energies).
In this letter we suggest that this deviation is due to
out of equilibrium final state interactions of the hadrons
after the break-up of the thermal fireball. Discussions
on hadronic final state interactions are ongoing since
hadronic afterburners where first introduced. It is the
primary aim of our paper to show the way how this question can be settled by a detailed analysis of the experimental data, i.e. the p/π ratio. Final state interactions
are, at lower energies, too weak to largely distort this
ratio, though a recent investigation within the statistical model suggests that hadronic final state interactions
should not be neglected for anti-particle yields even at
SPS and RHIC energies [18]. We will furthermore show
that this ratio allows for the experimental determination
of one of the key quantities in present day transport theories at this energy: The energy density at which the
systems ceases to be able to maintain a local equilibrium and passes to the phase of non-equilibrium final
state interactions. This energy density is called freeze
out or transition energy density. In the hydrodynamical
approaches this is the energy density where hadrons are
formed. We elucidate this idea by employing a combined
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hydrodynamic plus hadronic cascade model.

For the present calculations we employ the UrQMD
3.3 hybrid model to √
central Pb+Pb reactions at the current LHC energy of s = 2.75 TeV. The UrQMD hybrid
approach extends previous ansatzes to combine hydrodynamic and transport models for relativistic energies by
combining these approaches into one single framework
for a consistent description of the dynamics [9, 19–27].
The simulations starts from a PYTHIA generated initial condition [25, 27] which is mapped onto a hydrodynamic energy momentum tensor assuming local equilibration. In the next step the ideal hydrodynamic equations are solved [28] until a local transition criterion is
reached. The transition criterion from the hydrodynamic
description to the transport stage is defined by the local energy density in the rest frame of the cells, i.e.
ǫtransition = n ∗ ǫ0 , with ǫ0 being the groundstate energy
density, the parameter n has usually been set to a value
of n = 5. By Monte-Carlo sampling of the Cooper-Frye
distribution, the local densities are than transformed into
hadrons and evolved in the hadronic cascade until all reactions cease. For a detailed description of the model
and how it can be extended to LHC energies we refer to
[7, 29–32]
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Figure 1 shows the ratios of particle multiplicities
in the final state scaled by the particle multiplicity
directly after√
the hydrodynamic stage for central Pb+Pb
reactions at s = 2.75 TeV. In both cases the hadron
yields include the feed down from all resonances in the
model. The different symbols denote different transition
energy densities in units of ǫ0 = 145M eV /f m3. One
observes a dependence of the yields on the transition
energy density. For early transitions, i.e. at a higher
energy density, the modifications are stronger than for
a later transition, i.e. a lower energy density. While
the meson yields are only modified on a 10% level, for
transition energy densities between 3 − 9ǫ0 , a stronger
effect can be observed for (anti-)protons. Λ’s on the
other hand are not as much modified. This indicates,
that the dominant process in the decoupling phase,
following the Cooper-Frye transition, is the annihilation
process, reflected in the strong dependence of the proton
final yield on the transition density. It is expected
that in an expansion the annihilation processes are
the first which signal that the systems leaves chemical
equilibrium [33–36]. Usually a baryon-anti baryon annihilation creates a couple of pions (n ≈ 5) [37, 38] and
therefore the inverse process is highly density dependent
and a high density is required to maintain chemical
equilibrium [39]. This is in contrast to resonances which
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Ratios of particle multiplicities in the
final state scaled by the particle multiplicity directly after
√ the
hydrodynamic stage for central Pb+Pb reactions at s =
2.75 TeV. The different symbols denote different transition
energy densities in units of ǫ0 .

dominantly disintegrate into two particles and therefore
can maintain their equilibrium distribution for a longer
time. The small change in the Λ yield can therefore be
explained by regeneration through resonance excitations
in the final state, a process that is not allowed for
protons which have to be created as a p-p pair. With
this, our results agree with previous calculations, where
the UrQMD model was used for the final state of a
hydrodynamical calculation [40].
In previous studies [33–36] the importance of the multi
meson fusion reaction for describing anti-baryon yields
at the SPS (and lower) energies was pointed out. At
those energies the net baryon number is still considerably large and the number of protons larger than that
of the anti-protons. The pion density at hadronization,
however, should not change considerably from the SPS
to LHC as the transition temperature Tc increases only
very slowly with beam energy. Because the inverse reaction 5π → p + p is proportional to the fifth power of the
pion density, we can expect the relative contribution from
multi pion scattering to the anti-proton yield to decrease
with beam energy, as there are considerably more antiprotons produced, at hadronization, at the LHC than at
the SPS.
In the following we want to clarify the differences and
the apparent conflict of our work with that of Rapp and
Shuryak [33, 34, 36]. The relevance of the annihilation
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To give a quantitative bound on the systematic error
of our result, due to lack of detailed balance, we investigated the proton loss in a static system, within UrQMD.
For this we initialized systems in chemical equilibrium,
corresponding to the average densities/temperatures
at our different transition criteria. We then let the
system evolve in a static box, i.e. without expansion,
and observe a depletion of the proton yield in that
box (without resonance decays), due to lack of detailed
balance. We can observe a loss of protons proportional to
the time which is largest at the highest temperature, as
expected. From these results we extract the temperature
dependent proton loss due to lack of detailed balance
dNp /dt(T ). Because the system created at the LHC is
fast expanding it remains at the highest temperature
only for a short time. An estimate on the time evolution of the density/temperature can be obtained from
extending the hydro simulation after the transition. We
use the time dependence of the temperature, down to
130 MeV, to estimate the upper bound on the total
number of protons lost due to lack of detailed balance by
integrating dNp /dt(T ) over the evolution of the system.
We find it to be around 8% of the starting value (for the
highest transition temperature), considered that 50%
of all protons come from resonance decays. From this
we conclude that our results, presented in figure 1, are
qualitatively robust and quantitatively off by less than
8%.
The contribution from the backward reaction should
even be smaller, considering that the system is not
static but fast expanding with a large collective velocity
which drives the particle freeze out and should suppress
the multi pion reactions. This has been shown in [34]
where the chemical relaxation times for the anti-protons
quickly exceeded the fireballs lifetime because multi-pion
annihilation is not frequent enough to counteract the
p + p annihilation.
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and its back reaction is determined by the dynamical evolution of the phase space densities of the involved particles. In the work of Rapp and Shuryak this evolution
is simplified to a certain degree, and therefore, already
the annihilation rate is significantly overestimated. A
previous investigation with our model showed that antiproton absorption, at top SPS energies, can very well be
described and does not lead to such a drastic depletion
of anti-protons as predicted by Rapp and Shuryak [18].
Consequently, due to the overestimated annihilation, the
pion phase space in their work turns out over saturated.
As the back reaction is proportional to the fifth power of
the pion density it is also largely overestimated to compensate the too large annihilation rate. The final value
for the anti-proton yield, obtained by Rapp and Shuryak,
turns out to be not much different from the results with
our model, presented in [18]. Considering that the SPS
data, referred to in [33], have been corrected since, to
accommodate weak decays, by roughly a factor of 0.5,
the back reaction does not play such a significant role as
previously proposed.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Hadron ratios as a function of
√ the
transition energy density for central Pb+Pb reactions at s =
2.75 TeV. The symbols denote the calculations, the line depict
the experimental data.

Figure 2 shows the final hadron ratios (scaled for visibility) as a function of the transition
energy density for
√
central Pb+Pb reactions at s = 2.75 TeV. The average production temperature hTCF i, corresponding to the
transition energy density boundary is shown on the upper
axis of figure 2. The symbols denote the calculations, the
solid lines depict the experimental data (the dashed lines
correspond to the experimental errors in the Ω/π) [16].
Depending on the transition energy density, i.e. on the
lifetime of the hadronic stage, the baryon/meson ratios
are systematically modified. The higher the transition
energy density the higher the density and therefore the
more probable that the baryons find an annihilation partner. In a rapidly expanding system the inverse reaction
becomes rare and therefore the deficit with respect to
thermal model prediction remains. The lower the transition energy density the lower is the density and the
shorter is the life time of the hadronic stage. Therefore
it is more difficult for the baryons to find an annihilation
partner and the ratios approach the values expected from
a thermal distribution at the transition energy density.
All ratios approach the experimental values if the transition energy density is around ǫ = 6ǫ0 , close to our standard value (ǫ = 5ǫ0 ).
From this investigations, we conclude that the apparent
inconsistency of experimental p/π-ratio with the thermal
model predictions can be explained by the hadronic final
state interaction, which modifies the hadron yields. Even
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more, their values as compared to the thermal model predictions allows for an experimental determination of the
transition energy density. By comparison to the experimental data we can fix the transition energy density in
the UrQMD hybrid model to 840 ± 150 MeV/fm3 .

IV.

SUMMARY

The apparent non-thermal p/π ratio observed at LHC
has been investigated. We found that the p/π- ratio is
strongly modified due to the late stage hadronic effects.
In this stage the hadrons fall out of equilibrium until they
finally decouple. One can summarize the main points of
our findings as:

Even more important our findings impose a benchmark
to every simulation model and narrows down therefore
the uncertainties of the predictions of all presently available transport models. In the light of our findings a
thorough investigation of the importance of final state
annihilations at all beam energies is in order. At the
SPS, data is compatible with considerable anti-particle
annihilation [18]. At the RHIC the situation is not so
clear. Three experiments have published data and show
an ambiguous picture. STAR data for example suggests
no depletion of the thermal model yield but has not been
corrected for weak decays which have shown to be important. Once a meaningful analysis can be done it will
be an important step toward a better understanding of
the RHIC and LHC physics.
V.

• The description of the LHC data requires the inclusion of an out-of-equilibrium final hadronic stage.
• Signals on where this transition takes place are
not washed out completely during this out-ofequilibrium final hadronic stage.
• This signal can and has to be used to calibrate the
different models. It determines where in a given
model (and if consistency between different models
can be achieved in anture) the transition between
the eq. and the out-of-eq. phase takes place.
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